NOT MY DOCTOR WHO and THE TARDIS ZONE Expose:
THE DOCTOR WHO FEMINIST FRONT!

Hello all. We would now like to present the disturbing information we have founded regarding a
group calling themselves the Doctor Who Feminist Front.
They claim to be a small group of writers intimately involved in the production of the show.
Across a Twitter, Facebook and Tumbler account we have found disturbing evidence that aggressive
4th Wave feminists have seized control of Doctor Who. But we also found more!
In this PDF we are going to lay out SOME of what we found. We simply don’t wish the risk of being
the ones to name names atm. We found this stuff, we can’t explain it either, but it has dreadful
ramifications for the true state of the show.
We found the information:
HERE on Twitter: https://twitter.com/doctorwhofem4
HERE on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DoctorWhoFeministFront/
And MOST disturbingly, HERE on Tumbler:
https://doctorwhofeministfront.tumblr.com/post/167747437666/let-me-be-brave-metoo-while-iam-not-a-part
On top of openly bragging about their ideology “taking over the show”, these “Feminist” writers,
who show intimate knowledge of the production, also organised attacks against critics of the show.
But their real ire is directed INSIDE the BBC. They have been openly asking for people to contact
them with #MeToo stories and seem to have been organising to hit the BBC with mass abuse
allegations at the end of summer, we assume 2019. They have been seeking feminist doctor who
fans to “get their stories” since late 2017. And they seem to claim to have at least two “Victims”
being looked after in some way by themselves. While this is admirable sounding in itself, if minors
have been harmed, why are police not involved? It is an offence for an adult not to report a
safeguarding concern. Are this group using #MeToo stories, not to get justice for the abused, but to
leverage and manipulate the BBC?
We have significant concerns this is so!
We also see targeted interest in two professional people connected to the Dr Who production
One of them, the group blows hot and cold on, but seems to consider “one of theirs” at this time.
Another, this group is directly targeting, and they clearly state they intend to destroy that person’s
career.
Is one “keeping them sweet” to not attract their ire?
Is another aware they are the subject of this orchestrated plan to destroy their position?
Have real crimes been committed here? Or is this about the threat of credible sounding allegations?
Now interestingly, after we put out our first podcast talking about this, in which we did not name
any names, one of those people had both me and Noel on block within an hour: and we are not large

channels, so it’s remarkable that occurred so quickly. However, at least as far as twitter is
concerned, its an attempt to prevent us being able to talk to them directly. Why is this?
#NotMyDoctorWho is a voluntary group of ordinary Doctor Who fans. We really don’t know what to
make of all this information, all these claims. We can’t prove OR disprove them beyond reasonable
doubt with the resources we have available. This is a matter that needs professional journalists to
get to the bottom of.
This whole matter needs redress from the BBC
A collective pen-name used by these writers on “Feminist Front” is “Ami-Alexander”. Posts on the
group make clear, that ofc a pseudonym is not the real name of a real person. So lets make it
straight with the BBC right now: we don’t want platitudes, we don’t want excuses, and we especially
don’t want BBC sneering condescension. WHAT HAS GONE ON?
We need to know:
Exactly WHO is behind this website?
WHAT is their relationship to the show?
And how will the show respond, if it has to admit, these people ARE Connected to the show, to a 4th
Wave feminist plot to openly turn the show into propaganda, use Jodie Whittaker as their patsy for
open social aggression against men, drive out enemies to their agenda with allegations, or the
threats of same: and what is their relationship to Show Runner Chris Chibnall?
And will those two prominent individuals connected to the show come forward to talk to us about
this, and explain what they know about this group and think about their activities?
We don’t want to unwittingly be part of any smear campaign, so we invite those individuals to make
a comment about this. Although we are not directly identifying them, we are identifying the “Doctor
Who Feminist Front” which means others will see what they have carelessly left lying around
publicly online.
WHAT FEMINIST DOCTOR WHO WRITERS REALLY THINK
These screen grabs of some material we found makes for chilling reading:

So, whether justified or not, they are plotting to get rid of people, and orchestrating a mass
accusation, they are meeting with the BBC, they are unveiling something in august, they are
connected to George Takei from Star Trek, and their mission is to replace the audience with new
girls as viewers.

So, all this politicking on behalf of this abuse victim, who didn’t come forward: because of the impact
on Chibnalls budget… and not a hint of involving POLICE! Who do these people think they are, why
are they obstructing justice if these allegations are true?
This next post re-iterates the actual nature of Ami Alexander: a pseudonym shared by 5 women

Now this seems to relate to an argument they had with a fan event. Someone had clearly responded
to the ripples coming from the group, and in response, it’s made clear who “Ami Alexander” is…

More threats being made against organisations if, whatever this group are demanding, they don’t
get their way.

20th November 2017 the group started looking for feminist doctor who fans

Just 2 days later, they made what is still the pinned post on the twitter

Seeking #MeToo accusations against the main Doctor Who production, Big Finish and Doctor Who
Magazine are particular obsessions. These political writers seem to be playing politics big style in a
calculated power grab. Is this concern for victims genuine, when they have no interest in involving
Police in cases of possible CSA? We find it unlikely, and this matter may warrant law enforcement
investigation.

Now that we have exposed their long blog posts showcasing this groups behaviour, lets look at some
online comments. The following have been pulled from Facebook and twitter as evidence for the
general attitude and mindset on display from those who claim to have control of Doctor Who.

We found the reference to USING Jodie significant here. We agree, it is looking like Jodie Whitaker
has been manipulated into a position she does not understand; by a small coven of embittered
women, who have weaponised Jodie in their planned assault against the whole institution of Doctor
Who! Who is advising Jodie what “current relevant” sound bites to use in interviews? Does Jodie
herself fully understand the implications of what she is being advised to say?
To these Feminists, a Barbie doll is a symbol of oppression, and manipulating society to make the C
and N words offensive is a symbolic victory for their methods of social engineering. This isn’t about a
more equal society: this is about a power grab by people with tyrannical instincts.

An example of organised targeting, inciting this groups followers to attack this video:

Doctor Who fans, and even more the wider audience, want Doctor Who to be a Time Lord, not a sex
object. Here we see the typical projection of feminist demonising tropes, an angry reaction given to
men who criticise the show.

The implications are clear. Doctor Who is a woman now and is NEVER going back. This is an insidious
infiltrating group, who now think they are in position to perpetually use the show as their
propaganda tool.

Both above JPEGs claim input in the series special and suggest the real intent behind the Recon
Dalek was another anti-men metaphor. Was UNIT killed off as an oppressive symbol of the
patriarchy? It certainly appears so.

Further examples of misandry and hatred towards general fandom

The “take back power” wording was also used on this Facebook post

Its when it comes to Jodie these 4th wave feminists become most creepy. They are desperate, at all
costs, to get to the point where they make the Doctor a lesbian. The following showcase this
obsession

If people want to have fantasies about TV characters that’s their perfect right, and I’d never waste
my time trying to stop it. But there is a possessiveness of Jodie amongst people claiming to be
responsible for putting her there which is sinister. The insight into these peoples thinking strongly
suggest Jodie has been manipulated, and Jodie’s recent comments certainly support the idea she
was totally unprepared for what the role really meant and how important it was. Jodie’s self-doubt is
obvious, and it does raise significant questions about how the show got into this position

^ A disturbing declaration of ideological war

The scene they are working towards making a reality: a lesbian companion relationship for the
Doctor

Who will be “deconstructed” into an icon for all LGBTQ Intersectionality tropes…
^ Is this your vision for Doctor Who? Is this the hero you think Doctor Who is, or should be? Or is
someone weaponizing culture for a much more serious agenda, and a sci fi entertainment show is
being abused for some terrible purpose? One we should NOT be tolerating or putting up with!
CONCLUSION:
There are just too many coincidences, too many references, to believe there is no connection with
these people to the production and that they are just deranged feminist fantasists.
Bragging about their power over the show, plotting to target fans in the Who community, plotting to
destroy/pressure/coerce/blackmail people who certainly ARE in the Production payroll. And the
whole question of the toxicity of this extremist mindset being allowed to hijack control of the
world’s greatest sci-fi franchise.
The BBC has a lot to answer for, fans must demand those answers. Show your support by liking and
sharing content from #NotMyDoctorWho as we continue to strive to bring the Production to account
for the brutal damage that has been done to the fanbase by the experiment of series 11, and letting
fanatics take control.
Support the Not My Doctor Who Facebook Page here:
https://www.facebook.com/Not-My-Doctor-Who-HQ-2247619345505821
What price for fandom if THESE claims are really TRUE?
WE NEED TO KNOW THE TRUTH! TOUGH QUESTIONS MUST BE ANSWERED!

